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Abstract
Concerns over climate change are motivated in large part because of their impact on human
society. Assessing the effect of that uncertainty on specific potential impacts is demanding, since
it requires a systematic survey over both climate and impacts models. We provide a comprehensive
evaluation of uncertainty in projected crop yields for maize, spring and winter wheat, rice, and
soybean, using a suite of nine crop models and up to 45 CMIP5 and 34 CMIP6 climate projections
for three different forcing scenarios. To make this task computationally tractable, we use a
new set of statistical crop model emulators. We find that climate and crop models contribute about
equally to overall uncertainty. While the ranges of yield uncertainties under CMIP5 and CMIP6
projections are similar, median impact in aggregate total caloric production is typically more
negative for the CMIP6 projections (+1% to−19%) than for CMIP5 (+5% to−13%). In the first
half of the 21st century and for individual crops is the spread across crop models typically wider
than that across climate models, but we find distinct differences between crops: globally, wheat
and maize uncertainties are dominated by the crop models, but soybean and rice are more sensitive
to the climate projections. Climate models with very similar global mean warming can lead to very
different aggregate impacts so that climate model uncertainties remain a significant contributor to
agricultural impacts uncertainty. These results show the utility of large-ensemblemethods that allow
comprehensively evaluating factors affecting crop yields or other impacts under climate change.
The crop model ensemble used here is unbalanced and pulls the assumption that all projections
are equally plausible into question. Better methods for consistent model testing, also at the level
of individual processes, will have to be developed and applied by the crop modeling community.
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1. Introduction

Climate change impacts on agriculture are subject to
large uncertainties from a variety of sources. One of
the most important sources of uncertainty is associ-
ated with the severity of climate change itself, even for
a fixed emission scenario. For example, climate pro-
jections in the CMIP5 archive (Coupled Model Inter-
comparison Project 5, Taylor et al 2012) under the
RCP8.5 scenario show a range of 3.2–4.9 K warming
in mean growing-season temperatures, and the more
recent CMIP6 projections (Eyring et al 2016) show a
range from3.6 to 5.9K. Climatemodels also differ not
only inmean projected changes over large regions but
in the spatial patterns of those changes, with precipit-
ation an especial concern (e.g. Akinsanola et al 2020,
Almazroui et al 2020). Recent papers have compared
CMIP6 to CMIP5 across a range of impact relevant
climate features such as extreme heat, precipitation,
ENSO, and the monsoon (e.g. Fan et al 2020, Freund
et al 2020, Jiang et al 2020, Xin et al 2020, Zhu and
Yang 2020) to name a few. In many cases, CMIP6 has
improved in skill of representing these climate fea-
tures, but climate models still show little improve-
ment in some areas. In general CMIP6 is noticeably
more sensitive to CO2 than CMIP5, largely due to the
updated representation of aerosols (e.g. Wyser et al
2020).Given these wide uncertainties in climate pro-
jections, it is important to understandhow they trans-
late into uncertainties in potential impacts on crop
yields.

Process-based crop models provide a means
of understanding the impact of different climate
changes on crop yields (Jones et al 2017). While these
models were first developed for application to indi-
vidual sites and crop model ensembles were also used
at the site level to explore model-induced uncer-
tainty (e.g. Palosuo et al 2011, Asseng et al 2013),
they have been extended to provide global coverage
in the global gridded crop model intercomparison
(GGCMI, Elliott et al 2015) of the Agricultural Model
Intercomparison and Improvement Project (AgMIP,
Rosenzweig et al 2013). Global-scale crop model
applications are required for understanding future
challenges to agricultural production since produc-
tion zones may shift under climate change, and indi-
vidual farms and regions are connected via agricul-
tural markets and technological development and
innovation. The combination of global and regional
scale analyses has been shown to help in understand-
ing the dynamics of agricultural production systems
(Rosenzweig et al 2018, Ruane et al 2018). Global crop
simulations do suffer some uncertainties since many
processes cannot be fully calibrated at large scales—
suitable reference data and management information
is not available for all regions—but global crop simu-
lations have been shown to have skill in reproducing
observed historical inter-annual variability and spa-
tial patterns (Müller et al 2017).

Global assessments across ensembles of both crop
models and climate projections require some means
of reducing computational demands. A comprehens-
ive set of climate projections in the CMIP5 or CMIP6
archives would consist of up to 34 and 45 members
per radiative forcing scenario, and the GGCMI phase
2 experiment alone involved 12 different global crop
models (Franke et al 2020a). These numbers are pro-
hibitive for computing a full set of crop yield simula-
tions driven by different climate projections. In prac-
tice, studies of future climate impacts on crop yields
are often performed using small and sometimes arbit-
rary selections of climate projections, cropmodels, or
crops. For example,Mcsweeney and Jones (2016) find
that considering only five individual climate mod-
els in global impact assessments falls short of repres-
enting the underlying uncertainty. A larger sample is
required to fully characterize the uncertainty range
of climate models. Yet, a higher number of climate
scenarios often proves unpractical from the perspect-
ive of computational resources and climate change
impact assessments on agriculture often rely on cli-
mate projections from a small set of climate models
(e.g. Rosenzweig et al 2014).

In this work we avoid these computational bot-
tlenecks and provide a more comprehensive impacts
assessment by using statistical emulators of indi-
vidual crop models. We present results of a global-
scale assessment of potential crop yield changes that
explores the full range of the CMIP5 and CMIP6 cli-
mate projection archive. We use a set of nine global
gridded crop model (GGCM) emulators (Franke et al
2020b) that were trained on a very large system-
atic input sensitivity analysis with up to 1404 sim-
ulation data sets per crop and crop model, each of
31 years in length and with near-global coverage
(Franke et al 2020a). The training domain represents
an unprecedentedly rich data base for emulator train-
ing, with perturbations in atmospheric carbon diox-
ide (CO2) concentrations (four levels from 360 ppm
to 810 ppm), air temperature (seven levels from −1
to +6 K), water supply (eight levels from −50% to
+30% precipitation and full irrigation), nitrogen (N)
fertilization (three levels from 10 to 200 kgN ha−1)
and adaptation (two levels: none and maintained
growing seasons). The emulators themselves are grid
cell-specific regression models with 34 coefficients
(Franke et al 2020b). Emulation allows a computa-
tionally light-weight means of assessing crop yield
impacts under arbitrary climate and CO2 scenarios
that can be applied to the full CMIP5 and CMIP6
climate archive. This exercise therefore allows us to
evaluate the uncertainty in climate model projections
through the perspective of its implications for global
food production.

In this analysis, we break down the differ-
ent sources of uncertainty (greenhouse gas con-
centration pathways, climate model, crop model)
assess the role of the modeled response to CO2
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fertilization and growing season adaptation and
identify future directions for crop model develop-
ment and improvements.

2. Methods

In order to assess the current uncertainty in projec-
tions of future crop productivity on current crop-
land, we combine the full GGCMI phase 2 cropmodel
emulator ensemble (Franke et al 2020b) with the full
GCMensemble of theCMIP5 andCMIP6 archives for
three different radiative forcing pathways: the repres-
entative concentration pathways (RCP) 2.6, 4.6 and
8.5 (van Vuuren et al 2011).

The crop model emulator ensemble consists of
3rd order polynomial regression models for nine dif-
ferent GGCMs for the major staple crops maize,
spring wheat, winter wheat, rice and soybean. The
emulators can reproduce well the response of the ori-
ginal crop models to changes in CO2 (C), temper-
atures (T), water supply (W), N inputs and grow-
ing season adaptation (A) that the models showed
in a large input sensitivity study using systematic
parameter sweeps along the CTWN-A dimensions.
All crops are simulated separately for purely rain-
fed and for fully irrigated systems, where irrigation
is one element on the water availability dimension
(W). The CTNW-A experiment of the GGCMI phase
2 is described in detail by Franke et al (2020a). Emu-
lator design and performance is described in detail
by Franke et al (2020b). The emulators compute
crop yields per crop and geographic location (geo-
graphic grid at 0.5◦ longitude/latitude resolution)
from atmospheric CO2, changes in growing season
temperature (∆T) and growing season precipitation
(∆P), as well as N fertilizer inputs. Separate emu-
lators exist for purely rainfed and irrigated produc-
tion systems as well as for the non-adapted setting
(same planting dates and variety selection as in the
baseline period) and the adapted setting (same plant-
ing dates, but new varieties that allow for main-
taining the original growing season length under
warming). In this analysis, we work explicitly with
the crop model emulators, but since these are crop
model specific emulators, we refer to the GGCM-
specific emulators with the names of the underlying
GGCMs (CARAIB (Dury et al 2011), EPIC-TAMU
(Izaurralde et al 2006), GEPIC (Folberth et al 2012),
JULES (Williams et al 2017), LPJ-GUESS (Olin et al
2015), LPJml (von Bloh et al 2018), PEPIC (Liu
et al 2016), PROMET (Hank et al 2015), pDSSAT
(Elliott et al 2014)).

We obtained the largest possible climate model
(GCM) ensemble from the CMIP5 and CMIP6
archives that provide data for the historical period
and at least one of the three RCPs considered here
(RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP85 for CMIP5; SSP126,
SSP245 and SSP585 from the ScenarioMIP in CMIP6
(O’Neill et al 2016)). As we only consider GCMs that

contribute at least one of the considered RCPs and the
historical period, our GCM ensemble can differ from
other ensembles (e.g. Meehl et al 2020). In order to
compute future yield projections, we compute aver-
age growing season mean temperatures and aver-
age total growing season precipitation for a baseline
period (1980–2010) for each grid cell that is currently
used to produce any of the five crops considered here,
following the MIRCA2000 data set (Portmann et al
2010) and distinguishing both irrigated and rainfed
growing seasons. The 31 year baseline period corres-
ponds to the reference period of the AgMERRA data
set (Ruane et al 2015) that was used as the basis for the
GGCMI phase 2 CTWN-A simulations (Franke et al
2020a) and previous crop model evaluation (Müller
et al 2017).

Against this crop- and grid cell-specific baseline
conditions, we compute absolute differences in aver-
age growing season temperature (∆T in K) and rel-
ative differences in total growing season precipitation
(∆P, unitless) for all future 31 year moving window
periods in the 21st century (2011–2084). As we are
only interested in changes in 31 year average T and
P from the historical simulation of the same GCM,
no bias correction is necessary for the computation
of∆T and∆P.

Growing season T is computed as the weighted
average of monthly T data from each GCM, using
the days per month within the growing season as
weights. Growing season P is computed in a sim-
ilar way, but using growing season totals, by adding
monthly precipitation sums using days per month
within the growing season to compute shares of pre-
cipitation that are considered as part of the growing
season. Crop- and grid cell-specific growing season
start and end dates are taken from the dataset used
in the GGCMI simulation phases 1 and 2 (Elliott et al
2015, Franke et al 2020a) so that these are consistent
with what is assumed by the emulators. We do not
change growing season length with increasing warm-
ing for the computation of average growing season
conditions.

We consider all climate model projections in the
CMIP archive that provide historical and future scen-
arios in a consistent manner. We used monthly data
rather than daily data to increase sample size, which
we consider more important than daily resolution.
We assume errors induced by this are small, espe-
cially since growing season conditions are computed
as 31 year moving window averages, which is the
time frame on which the emulators have been trained
(Franke et al 2020b). We accept different parameter-
ization schemes of the same GCM as separate mod-
els where available to further increase sample size. We
always only consider one ensemble simulation set per
GCM, parameterization and RCP, selecting the smal-
lest run number in the archive if several versions are
available. Detailed information on the 45 CMIP5 and
34 CMIP6 models considered, including version and
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ensemble member numbers, are listed in the supple-
mentary tables S1 and S2 (which are available online
at stacks.iop.org/ERL/16/034040/mmedia).

As some GGCMs tend to differ in their simu-
lated baseline crop productivity levels (see e.g. Müller
et al 2017), we harmonize simulated crop yields (Y∗

t)
to match observed yield patterns from Mueller et al
(2012) as in equation (1), where Yt is the simulated
yield in time step t, Ac is the harvested area in grid cell
c, Or,c is the observed yield in the reference period r
and cell c and Yr,c is the simulated yield in the refer-
ence period in cell c.

Y∗
t =

∑
Yt,c ×Ac ×Or,c/Yr,c. (1)

This is a simple multiplicative bias adjustment com-
pared to more complex approaches used for the bias
adjustment of climate projections. Our analysis is
based on 31 year averages so that the focus is not on
inter-annual or seasonal variations. Still the adjust-
ment of the productivity levels helps to eliminate
increased variance in the crop model ensemble from
differences in mean biases as we are interested in pro-
jected changes here.

Crop yield data are aggregated to global pro-
duction (P) using crop-specific harvested area data
from MIRCA2000 (Portmann et al 2010). As winter
and spring wheat are not explicitly distinguished in
MIRCA2000, we assume that winter wheat is grown
in a specific grid cell if the average temperature of
the coldest month of the year is between−10 ◦C and
+7 ◦C or if the growing season is longer than 150 d or
if the growing season includes December (Northern
Hemisphere) or July (Southern Hemisphere). Oth-
erwise we assume that spring wheat is grown (see
map in supplementary figure S1). Changes in produc-
tion are equivalent to changes in productivity (yields)
here, as the harvested area data set is static in time
(equation (2)).

Pt =
∑

Y∗
t,c ×Ac. (2)

For the aggregation of different crops, we compute
total calories, assuming net water contents of 12%
for maize, spring and winter wheat, 13% for rice
and 9% for soybean, according to Wirsenius (2000)
and caloric contents of the ‘as purchased’ biomass
(i.e. including the water content) of 3.56 kcal g−1 for
maize, 2.8 kcal g−1 for rice, 3.35 kcal g−1 for soybean
and of 3.34 kcal g−1 for spring and winter wheat, fol-
lowing (FAO 2001).

As the central metric for uncertainty in crop
yield projections, we compute total variance across
all GCM × GGCM combinations for all crops sep-
arately and for total calorie production of all five
crops considered here. We assume that the total vari-
ance var(total) is the sum of the variance across all
GCMs var(GCM) after averaging across all GGCMs

and of the variance across all GGCMs var(GGCM)
after averaging across all GCMs, plus a cross term that
describes the covariance between GCM and GGCM
responses. This cross term cannot be directly com-
puted but we assume it to be the difference to unity
(equation (3)).

1=
var(GCM)

var(total)
+
var(GGCM)

var(total)
+ cross.terms. (3)

With this assumption, which follows a similar uncer-
tainty decomposition in climate projections by
Hawkins and Sutton (2009), shares of total variance
can be attributed to differences in GCMs or differ-
ences in GGCMs.

To test the robustness of this attribution to the
ensemble composition, we compute the variances for
all sub-sets, leaving out one GGCM each time (i.e.
11% ≈ 1/9), testing if variance attribution is sensit-
ive to the ensemble composition.

The GGCMI phase 2 input sensitivity CTNW-
A experiment tested temperature increases of up to
+6 K and precipitation changes between −50% and
+30% (Franke et al 2020a). Under RCP8.5 (SSP585
for CMIP6), some GCMs exceed this temperature
range for some cropland areas. With the non-linear
design of the GGCMI crop model emulator ensemble
(Franke et al 2020b), it is difficult to extrapolate
beyond its training domain range, especially in the
temperature dimension, which is, together with the
(CO2) dimension, typically the most powerful fea-
ture in the models. To avoid overly spurious crop
model projections, we capped growing season tem-
perature changes (∆T) at +6 K and changes in pre-
cipitation at −50% and +30% at the grid cell and
crop-specific growing season level. As the emulators
rely on the balance of theT andC terms, we simultan-
eously kept (CO2) constant at the grid cell and crop-
specific growing season value at which +6 K for ∆T
was reached. The majority of GCMs has only small
fractions of current cropland that exceed∆T of+6K,
but for some models, this can be substantial. For the
CMIP5 ensemble, 7% of all cropland exceeds +6 K
(2% for rice to 12% for spring wheat) averaged across
all GCMs for RCP8.5, while this is more severe for the
CMIP6 ensemble (22% of all cropland, ranging from
9% for rice to 29% for spring wheat; see supplement-
ary figure S2). As we drive the emulators with 31 year
moving window average, the last year considered here
is 2084 (2069–2099). Therefore, we did not have to
generally cap (CO2) at 810 ppm, as this concentration
level is only exceeded after 2086 (Riahi et al 2011).

Of theCMIP5 archive, CESM1-CAM5-1-FV2 had
to be excluded due to missing precipitation values for
Dec 2056 and in the CMIP6 archive, CIESM had to
be excluded due to implausible strong decline of tem-
peratures at the end of the 21st century.
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Figure 1. Harvested-area weighted distribution of projected changes in crop-specific mean growing season temperatures (left)
and precipitation sum (right) for the CMIP5 and the CMIP6 ensemble under RCP8.5 at the end of the 21st century (2069–2099).
Colored boxes show the 25th to 75th percentile of the distribution and the thick black lines show the median. Whiskers extend to
the maximum value within 1.5 times the interquartile range beyond the 25th and 75th percentile respectively. Outliers, i.e. values
outside this range are not shown. Growing seasons are held constant across historical and future time periods. Figures for RCP4.5
and RCP2.6 are shown in the appendix, but show a similar pattern: warmer average conditions in CMIP6 and larger spread across
the ensemble than in CMIP5.

3. Results

3.1. Changes in T and P projections in CMIP
ensembles
Generally, the spread of growing season changes in
temperatures and precipitation is larger in the CMIP6
ensemble with 34 members than in the CMIP5
ensemble with 45 members (figure 1). Under the
high radiative forcing scenario RCP8.5, the CMIP6
ensemble projects a stronger median warming of
about 1 K and similar changes in precipitation as the
CMIP5 ensemble. Differences in projected growing
season warming are less pronounced in lower radiat-
ive forcing cases (RCP2.6 and RCP4.5) and scale with
the radiative forcing (figure 1, supplementary figures
S3 and S4).

3.2. Projected impacts
At the most aggregated level (across all crops, glob-
ally), the GCM × GGCM ensemble projects a broad
range of possible climate change impacts on crop
productivity on current cropland (figure 2). The
ensemble of crop model emulators projects consist-
ently more negative impacts on average (except for
LPJ-GUESS where projections increase by 1% point),
so that the uncertainty range (±1 standard deviation,
colored area in figure 2) of only three GGCMs over-
laps the zero line (CARAIB, LPJ-GUESS, PROMET)

for the CMIP6 ensemble, while this is the case for all
but three crop models under CMIP5. Still the most
extreme projections for the CMIP6 scenario span
farther into the positive range than they do under
CMIP5 (figure 2).

We observe distinct differences between indi-
vidual GCMs, with GEPIC and pDSSAT being typic-
ally the most pessimistic models and CARIB and LPJ-
GUESS the most optimistic ones.

Projected impacts scale with the radiative forcing
and with the GCMs’ equilibrium climate sensitivity
(ECS, taken from Meehl et al (2020)), which con-
stitute an important determinant of crop yield pro-
jections. Projected impacts are generally less vari-
able at lower radiative forcing (time axes in figure 2
and different RCPs in supplementary figures S5 and
S6). Under RCP2.6, all but GEPIC project a pos-
itive median change for the CMIP5 ensemble and
all but GEPIC and pDSSAT do so for RCP2.6 and
CMIP6 (supplementary figure S5) and for RCP4.5
and CMIP5. For RCP4.5 and CMIP6, five of nine
GGCMs project negative median impacts by the end
of the 21st century (supplementary figure S6).

The relationship between ECS and median cli-
mate change impact on crop yields is stronger for the
CMIP6 ensemble (figure 3). However, the range of
projected changes in crop productivity can differ sub-
stantially at similar ECS values. The ECS relationship
with changes in crop productivity is weaker for the
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Figure 2. Time series of projected impacts aggregated across the major five crops per crop model for RCP8.5. Thick lines show the
median, dashed lines the minimum and maximum across all CMIP5 GCMs (panel (a)) and all CMIP6 GCMs (panel (b)), shaded
areas represent± one standard deviation around the median. For better visibility, the range of±1 SD per GGCM at the end of
the 21st century is depicted as colored vertical lines and the median value in the last time slice (2069–2099) is given in parenthesis
next to each GGCM’s name.

CMIP5-based ensemble as the GCM with the lowest
ECS (IPSL-CM5A-MR) shows the strongest decline
in crop productivity (figure 3). The low ECS value
reported by Meehl et al (2020) is also not reflected
in the temperature increase of IPSL-CM5A-MR on
current cropland of the five crops considered here,
where the mean temperature increase is not excep-
tionally high in comparison to other GCMs, but cer-
tainly not at the low end (supplementary figure S7).
This suggests that the IPSL-CM5A-MR model may
have a different distribution of warming over oceans

vs land or a much lower warming on non-cultivated
land.

At the level of individual crops the GGCM
ensemble shows distinct differences, even though
GEPIC and pDSSAT generally belong to the more
pessimistic models and CARAIB and LPJ-GUESS
generally belong to the more optimistic models.
For maize, pDSSAT is the most pessimistic model,
distinctly more so than the other models, with
end-of-the-century median projections of −32%
(−41%) in comparison to −15% (−21%) for
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Figure 3. GGCM-ensemble projected changes in global crop productivity (%) for the CMIP5 (blue) and CMIP6 (green)
ensembles for RCP8.5 at the end of the 21st century (2069–2099). Dots indicate the median projections, whiskers extend to±1
standard deviation from that median. Not all GCMs included in this analysis have reported ECS values in Meehl et al (2020) do
not report ECS values for all GCMs included here and we substituted these missing values with the CMIP ensemble mean (3.2 for
CMIP5, 3.7 for CMIP6) in the figure, but exclude these in the fitting of the regression model (solid lines) here. These values are
indicated by a grey border around the dot and grey whiskers.

GEPIC, the next most pessimistic GGCM for CMIP5
(CMIP6), see supplementary figure S8), but also the
±1 SD range of GEPIC does not overlap with that of
CARIB, LPJ-GUESS and PROMET. LPJ-GUESS pro-
jections broaden the projection range of the GGCM
ensemble substantially to the positive side for spring
and winter wheat, but it also covers the very pess-
imistic projection range for winter wheat. For these
crops, LPJ-GUESS is the most sensitive model to dif-
ferent GCMs.

There is no emulator for LPJ-GUESS for rice and
soybean, as no simulations were submitted for these
crops to the GGCMI phase 2 data archive (Franke
et al 2020a). The ±1 SD range of all GGCMs over-
lap for soybean, whereas those of CARAIB and JULES
for rice do not overlap with the ±1 SD ranges of
EPIC-TAMU and GEPIC and that of JULES does not
overlap with PEPIC in both CMIP5 and CMIP6 and
with that of pDSSAT only for CMIP5 (supplementary
figures S8–S12).

3.3. Sources of uncertainty
We find substantial differences in overall variance
in projected changes in crop productivity between
the CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles. Total variance of
the full crop model emulator and climate projections
ensemble, as a measure for uncertainty, is larger for
CMIP6 than for CMIP5 (figure 4) for RCP2.6 and 8.5,
but similar for RCP4.5. In the CMIP6 ensemble, the
variance of both wheats, but especially winter wheat
increases compared to the CMIP5 ensemble under

the high radiative forcing pathway RCP8.5, while that
of soybean decreases. The overall variance of crop
yield projections of the ensemble increases with the
radiative forcing (RCP, time) in both the CMIP5
and CMIP6 ensembles (figure 4). This increase is
strongest in the middle of the 21st century and levels
off towards the end of the 21st century. This leveling-
off effect can be observed at all RCPs (figure 5), but is
less strong for simulationswhere the effect of CO2 fer-
tilization is ignored or where growing season adapta-
tion is considered (figure 6).

Breaking down overall variance in projections
into a GGCM and a GCM component, we find that
the GGCM component dominates in the first half of
the 21st century and the GCM component gradually
increases after a peak in GGCM component, typic-
ally between 2020 and 2030 (figure 5). The shares of
GGCM and GCM-induced variance are largely inde-
pendent and cross-terms typically account for only
a small fraction of the overall variance. The peak in
GGCM-induced variance is less pronounced in the
CMIP6 ensemble than in CMIP5 ensemble, because
the GCM-induced variance increases strongly only
in the second half of the 21st century in the CMIP5
ensemble, but increases more steeply (relative to the
GGCM-induced variance) from 2020 onwards in the
CMIP6 ensemble.

While overall variance can be substantially
decreased if the CO2 fertilization effect is ignored, the
share of GGCM-induced variance tends to increase
under this setting, especially in the CMIP6 ensemble
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Figure 4. Total variance in global productivity on current cropland across all GGCM and GCM combinations per RCP (colors)
and crop (line type and symbol) for CMIP5 (panel (a)) and CMIP6 (panel (b)). Thick colored, solid lines represent the
calorie-weighted aggregation of all crops.

Figure 5. Relative contributions of GGCMs and GCMs to the overall ensemble crop yield projections under CMIP5 (top) and
CMIP6 (bottom). Red lines indicate absolute variance of the total ensemble (solid), the GGCM share (dashed) and the GCM
share (dotted). Relative contributions are fairly similar across RPCs, but absolute variance increases significantly with the radiative
forcing (see right-hand red axis). Scales for absolute variance are adjusted per panel and are thus not directly comparable. The
variance shares of GGCMs and GCMs do not always add up to the total variance as these two sources of uncertainty are not fully
independent. The difference to total variance is shown in dark blue and referred to as ‘cross-terms’ (see equation (3)).

(figure 6). Ignoring the CO2 fertilization effect
does not provide plausible future crop yield pro-
jections, but it helps to analyze where the GGCM-
induced variance originates from. We find that crop
models agree more strongly, if the process of CO2

fertilization is ignored. In other words, the simu-
lated effects of CO2 fertilization on crop yields are
an important source of crop model disagreement.
Adaptation of cultivars to regain the growing season
length that would otherwise be lost due to accelerated
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Figure 6. As figure 5, but for the standard setting (top row; panels are equivalent to right hand panels in figure 5), the projections
ignoring the CO2 fertilization effect (middle row) and the projections including the variety adaptation to regain the growing
season (bottom row) for CMIP5 (left) and CMIP6 (right). Thin lines show how GCM- (blue) and GGCM-induced shares (green)
in overall variance would change if one GGCM were excluded from the ensemble. The exclusion of individual GCMs can also
affect the contribution of cross-terms, i.e. higher or lower co-variance between the GCM- and GGCM-shares (e.g. thin blue lines
above 1.0). Red lines indicate absolute variance of the total ensemble (solid), the GGCM share (dashed) and the GCM share
(dotted). Relative contributions are fairly similar across RPCs, but absolute variance increases significantly with the radiative
forcing.
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phenological development (Minoli et al 2019, Franke
et al 2020a) on the other hand increases the GGCM-
induced variance share and overall variance substan-
tially. This is because cropmodels show very different
responses to this adaptation measure so that overall
uncertainty is increased if cultivar adaptation (as
implemented in the GGCMI phase 2 simulations) is
considered (Minoli et al 2019).

We also find that the ensemble of crop models
is very sensitive to the selection of ensemble mem-
bers. If one of the nine crop models is excluded from
the ensemble, the relative contribution to overall vari-
ance from crop models can vary strongly (figure 6).
Which GGCM has strong effects on the overall vari-
ance attribution is crop specific. If random sets of
climate models that constitute a similar share of the
ensemble size (n = 4 of 34 for CMIP6, roughly equi-
valent of one in nine cropmodels), we find that results
on the GCM- and GGCM-induced variance shares
change less than if individual GGCMs are excluded in
the first half of the 21st century, but can be affected
similarly strongly at the end of the century (supple-
mentary figure S13), suggesting that the distribution
of changes in the GCM ensemble is more balanced in
short-term projections than that within the GGCM
ensemble.

3.4. Crop specific differences
For individual crops, we observe substantial differ-
ences in the share of variance that can be attrib-
uted to crop models. For maize and spring wheat,
the GGCM-induced variance shares clearly domin-
ate the overall variance. GCM-induced variance is
clearly the most important contribution to overall
variance in soybean yield projections and to lesser
extent in rice projections. Winter wheat shows a
strong contribution of cross terms to the overall vari-
ance, which is also true to some extent for spring
wheat. This cross-term contribution can be substan-
tially reduced by excluding LPJ-GUESS from the
winter wheat GGCM ensemble. Excluding JULES
from the spring wheat GGCMI ensemble would
increase the GGCM-induced variance share in the
first half of the 21st century and would introduce
negative cross-terms. Excluding LPJ-GUESS from the
spring-wheat ensemble on the other hand would do
the opposite and reduce the GGCM-induced vari-
ance share throughout most of the 21st century and
would introduce larger positive cross-term shares
(figure 7).

For most crops, there is a clear outlier model
that, if excluded, strongly changes the contribution
of GCMs, GGCMs or cross-terms to overall vari-
ance. For maize, this is pDSSAT, which projects
the most pessimistic yield declines in the GGCMI
phase 2 emulator ensemble (see appendix figure A1).
An exclusion of pDSSAT from the ensemble would
reduce overall variance by more than half and sub-
stantially reduce the GGCM-induced contribution.

If PROMET, LPJmL or pDSSAT were excluded from
the rice model ensemble, the GGCM induced vari-
ance would increase, whereas it would substantially
decrease if JULES were excluded. The exclusion of
JULES would also substantially reduce overall vari-
ance of the full GCM × GGCM ensemble. Even
though there is generally much less GGCM-induced
variance in soybean yield projections, the exclusion of
CARAIB would lead to a further reduction of overall
variance and of the GGCMI-induced share.

4. Discussion

This unprecedentedly large ensemble of climate pro-
jections, crop model (emulators) and crops allows to
explore the importance of ensemble composition for
climate change impact analyses on crop yields and
examine the uncertainty in climate model ensembles
through the lense of climate impacts. We find that
climate projections can have a substantial influence
on crop yield projections, especially in marginal
and dry regions, but spatial patterns differ by crop
(figure 7).

The use of computationally efficient crop model
emulators in place of the process-based crop mod-
els is the only option to conduct this large ensemble
analysis. While the emulators have very good skill in
reproducing the underlying cropmodels (Franke et al
2020b), they are no perfect reproduction of the crop
models’ dynamics. Our results are thus only indicat-
ive of the actual contributions of cropmodels to over-
all uncertainty in crop yield projections.

Across the full CMIP5 and CMIP6 archives, there
is substantial spread in crop yield projections, inde-
pendent of the radiative forcing (RCP2.6, 4.5, or 8.5).
At the end of the 21st century, climatemodel-induced
variance is often dominant over crop model-induced
variance, i.e. the uncertainties in climate projections
are more important for projections of changes in
crop yields than the uncertainties in crop models—
at least at the most aggregate level (combined global
productivity of all crops considered here). For indi-
vidual crops, crop-model induced variance is larger
than the climate model-induced variance for maize,
spring wheat and winter wheat, which jointly con-
tribute the majority of calories from the five crops
considered here. As such, it is surprising to see that
climate model-induced variance is dominant over
crop model-induced variance when the five crops are
aggregated to overall production. This suggests that
there is some cancelation of signals when different
crops are aggregated. One example of such mutual
compensation of variance is the combination of pre-
dominantly negative projections formaize productiv-
ity (supplementary figure S8) and the predominantly
positive projections for spring and especially winter
wheat (supplementary figure S12). This may illus-
trate compensatory responses between crops within
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Figure 7. Crop-specific variance attribution for CMIP6 and RCP8.5 only. Right column (panels (b), (d), (f), (h), (j)) shows
changes in GCM and GGCM induced variance shares (colored areas) as well as the sensitivity of these shares to exclusion of
individual GGCMs from the ensemble (thin lines), the most sensitive ensemble members are labeled. Red lines indicate absolute
variance of the total ensemble (solid), the GGCM share (dashed) and the GCM share (dotted). Scales for variance are adjusted per
crop and are thus not directly comparable. Maps in the left column (panels (a), (c), (e), (g), (i)) show the GGCM-induced
variance share at the grid cell level in the last time step (2084).
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the crop models and/or changing patterns of warm-
ing within the climate models. Similarly, variances in
space can cancel out in the aggregation to global pro-
ductivity if some regions are projected to see posit-
ive effects and others to see negative impacts of cli-
mate change (e.g. winter wheat in figure 7). Looking
at the distribution of projected changes in global crop
productivity as done here via the variability metric
does thus not represent the full scope of disagreement
among simulations. The aggregation of data across
space or crops can lead to cancelation of variance
at the underlying level of detail that is not visible at
the level of analysis here. Still, the analysis provides
a unique overview of the breadth of projections of
global crop productivity under climate change.

Differences across crops do not necessarily only
represent differences in the simulated dynamics and
processes of these crops, but can also reflect the dif-
ferences in the crop model ensemble. LPJ-GUESS for
example, which is at the most positive side of the pro-
jected yield changes for spring and winter wheat did
not supply data for soybean and rice in the CTWN-
A experiment (Franke et al 2020a) and is thus not
included in the emulator ensemble for these crops
(Franke et al 2020b). However, the exclusion of LPJ-
GUESS from the wheat ensembles does not make the
uncertainty attribution for spring and winter wheat
more similar to that of the other crops.

More crops need to be explicitly considered in cli-
mate change impact assessments, as individual crops
show distinctly different spatial patterns, uncertain-
ties in crop yield projections and the relative contri-
bution of GCM- vs GGCM-induced variance. As we
find that impact projections (supplementary figures
S8–S12) as well as drivers of uncertainty (figure 7)
differ between different cereal crops, other crops like
legumes, tree or other perennial crops must be expli-
citly analyzed. Therefore, the behavior of crops other
than the major five considered here can likely not
be well represented by these. Considering the com-
parative high amount of research attention these five
crops have received, uncertainty must be very high
for other crops. It is thus of fundamental import-
ance to broaden the range of simulated crops, also
because there is the need to represent a much broader
set of crops in economic analyses of agricultural mar-
kets and land-use dynamics under climate change.
The current practice to derive climate change impacts
of crops that are not modeled by crop models from
a small set of crops that is modeled (Müller and
Robertson 2014, Nelson et al 2014) thus needs to be
challenged, even though there may be little altern-
ative under current constraints on data availability.
The next round of AgMIP/ISIMIP future projections
(Jägermeyr et al in prep) also aims at broadening the
scope of simulated crops, but many models are not
available for less ubiquitously grown crops.

For short- and mid-term projections, GGCM-
induced variance dominates the overall variance

across all scenarios and crops, except for soybean,
where crop models generally contribute only a small
share to overall variance and where also overall vari-
ance is relatively low (2nd after maize). This dom-
inance of the GGCM signal in the first half of the
21st century is likely because of the relatively small
differences in radiative forcing in this period, which
is also largely independent of the RCP trajectory
(van Vuuren et al 2011).

Future crop yields are determined by counter-
acting drivers. Climate change impacts (warming,
changes in precipitation) lead to overall negative
impacts on crop yields that amplify unequivocally
with the radiative forcing at the global aggregation
level. However, the main cause of climate change,
increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations from
anthropogenic emissions, also lead to increased crop
productivity. There is substantial uncertainty connec-
ted to the effects of CO2 fertilization in models, espe-
cially at high concentrations as projected for the end
of the 21st century under RCP8.5, where also little
experimental evidence can guide model parameteriz-
ation and development (Toreti et al 2020). Nonethe-
less, the modeled response to elevated atmospheric
CO2 concentrations requires more attention from the
modeling community.

In this analysis, we focused on changes in the
CTW dimensions of the emulated CTNW-A exper-
iment (Franke et al 2020a, 2020b), ignoring the
N dimension, which can also contribute to overall
uncertainty. We kept N inputs at historical patterns
across regions and crops (Elliott et al 2015) through-
out the simulations. It is plausible to assume that N
fertilization would change under changing crop yield
potentials, market access and dynamics, or environ-
mental regulation. To our knowledge, there are no
such projections available, especially not any that
would account for the changes in potential yields
under the multitude of climate projections used here.
Long-term crop projections here do not account for
other technical and management changes in addi-
tion to N, which additionally artificially suppresses
the crop model-induced component of uncertainty.
This is somewhat analogous to the ‘pathway’ uncer-
tainty in the SSP-RCP framework.

Still, we find that the GGCM ensemble contrib-
utes relatively little to overall variance in regions with
intensive agriculture (supplementary figure S14) as
well as for soybean (a N fixing plant) more gener-
ally, suggesting that the response toN inputs is also an
important driver of uncertainty in crop yield projec-
tions. The relationship between nutrient limitations
and susceptibility to climate change impacts as well as
how nutrient limitation is modeled at different levels
of nutrient supply need further scrutiny.

Our results for the end of the 21st century need
to be interpreted with some caveats, as we had to cap
CTW drivers to the training domain of the CTNW-
A experiment (Franke et al 2020a), because of the
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non-linear functional form of the emulators (Franke
et al 2020b), which makes extrapolation beyond the
training domain volatile and error-prone. For the
majority of GCMs and harvested areas, this is not
a major caveat as most areas do not exceed +6 K.
However, for some GCMs, especially under CMIP6,
large fractions of the crops’ harvested areas exceed
the +6 K warming level (supplementary figure S2).
This leads to an artificial reduction of the GCM-
induced variance in results. The plausibility of the
very high ECS in climate projections has been chal-
lenged (Tokarska et al 2020) and the ensemble could
be pruned on this basis to avoid very warm cli-
mate projections. However, the selection of climate
scenarios provided to climate impact modeling com-
munity in e.g. ISIMIPdoes not necessarily follow such
pre-selection approaches and we thus kept the full
CMIP6 archive here. The saturating overall variance
that can be observed towards the end of the 21st cen-
tury could suggest that the capping of the warming
at+6 K leads to an artificial reduction of the end-of-
the-century variance, however we observe the same
general feature (steepest increase in variance in mid-
century) also in the other RCPs that are not subject to
the capping of temperature signals as warming levels
are generally lower (figure 5). The observed satura-
tion of variance towards the end of the 21st century
cannot be attributed to a saturation in drivers of cli-
mate change as global mean cropland temperatures
under RCP8.5 show no sign of levelling off (supple-
mentary figure S7) and also (CO2) and radiative for-
cing do no level off under RCP8.5 (van Vuuren et al
2011).

Generally, climate and crop models should be
selected on a fit-for-purpose basis. While the cli-
mate community has established the standard that the
same model versions that provide future projections
also provide historical simulations for evaluation pur-
poses, this procedure has not generally been adop-
ted by the crop modeling community. The ISIMIP
project is promoting a similar structure in the indi-
vidual simulation rounds (Frieler et al 2017), but
crop models need to more rigorously provide meta
information on the model version and parameteriz-
ation, which can greatly affect simulated dynamics
(Folberth et al 2019). The common practice to reduce
the uncertainty space by selecting a small number of
climate scenarios by e.g. first availability has already
been challenged by Mcsweeney and Jones (2016). We
show that, at the global scale, the selection of indi-
vidual crop models can greatly affect the outcomes
and even the exclusion of one out of an ensemble of
nine can have substantial effects on results. This pulls
the general assumption into question if we can con-
sider all GGCM projections as equally plausible, or
if the skewed distribution suggests that some mod-
els should indeed be excluded prior to the inter-
pretation of ensemble results. More and also differ-
ent GGCMs are expected to contribute to the new

round of global crop model simulations of AgMIP
and ISIMIP (Jägermeyr et al in prep).However, itmay
not necessarily be desirable to increase the ensemble
size to a point where the exclusion of sub-samples
no longer affects the overall ensemble response if the
unbalanced ensemble may be caused by inclusion of
non-plausible projections.

Thus, we call for intensified efforts to under-
stand why crop models differ and to build strategies
on how models can be improved—or that lead to a
better understanding why it is plausible to have an
as broad distribution as our current full ensemble
suggests. While better model agreement is not an
appropriate aim in itself, model disagreement can
be used to identify aspects for coordinated model
improvement, as e.g. described by Maiorano et al
(2017). Also, the assessment of crop models based
on their ability to reproduce spatial and temporal
patterns of historical crop yields (Müller et al 2017)
needs to be expanded by plausibility tests in indi-
vidual model components and processes. Given that
crop yields are determined by many interacting pro-
cesses (Schauberger et al 2016), which have not been
all implemented or sufficiently tested in crop mod-
els (Boote et al 2013), we need to do everything
possible to minimize the chance of getting the right
answer for the wrong reason as shown e.g. by Zhu
et al (2019) for maize yields in the USA. As such,
model performance needs to be also assessed at the
level of individual processes before errors in these can
mutually cancel out and are not traceable in the yield
projections.

Toreti et al (2020) call for a set of standard tests on
crop models’ response to elevated (CO2) that should
be made accessible as meta-data for each model.
Building on this idea, we call for a set of standard
tests for crop models across all major drivers of crop
yield simulations (CO2, temperatures, precipitation,
nutrients, management aspects) with respect to single
driver effects as well as with respect to their interac-
tion. The CTWN-A experiment (Franke et al 2020a)
that also covers more crop growth metrics than just
yields, provides a suitable basis for such tests, even
though the computational requirements are too high
to qualify for a standard test.

Protocols for such standardmodel tests need to be
developed in close collaboration with experimental-
ists as they need to reflect the evolving understanding
of physiological processes, and need to include more
aspects than just end-of-season yields. Even though
global crop model results are difficult to compare
to data from experimental sites (Deryng et al 2016),
global (and field-scale) crop models need to be tested
at the site level for plausible response types (e.g. dir-
ection of change) and ranges (e.g. size of effects). The
comparison of global cropmodel results with site data
has been shown to allow for ex-post corrections of the
range of simulated crop yield projections (Wang et al
2020).
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5. Conclusions

We find that future crop yield projections are sub-
ject to substantial uncertainties. These increase with
the radiative forcing, i.e. over time and also with the
emission pathway considered. Crop model-induced
uncertainty dominates the overall uncertainty in
the first half of the projections for the 21st cen-
tury and more efforts are needed to improve crop
model skill and testing procedures. In the second half
of the 21st century, the overall uncertainty surges,
mainly driven by a steeper increase of uncertainty
from climate models. Long-term projections are thus
of mainly academic value that can help to derive
insights from comparing scenarios and assumptions
but should not be confused with predictions of future
developments. This is especially true as modifica-
tions in management that can be expected to be
implemented by farmers are often ignored due to
a lack of data on management systems and miss-
ing tools to project these into the future. The unbal-
anced nature of the crop model ensemble, where
often individual models strongly affect the over-
all ensemble behavior call for intensified research
on climate change impact modeling for agriculture.
This has been pleaded for by Rötter et al (2011)
before and the various activities in AgMIP, MAC-
SUR, ISIMIP and elsewhere have helped to move in
that direction. Still, more efforts are needed, espe-
cially with respect to model evaluation standards and
testing of other aspects than crop yields, as e.g. by
Kimball et al (2019).
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